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Various time evolution methods have been proposed
such as the kinetic referenced split operator methodWe present a method whereby the 3D dynamics of the electronic

wave packet in a hydrogen atom can be calculated efficiently. The (KRSO) [14–16], the Cayley–Cranck–Nicholson method
method is constructed so as to satisfy the following two require- (CCN) [17, 18], and the Peaceman–Rachford method (PR)
ments: the wave function is zero at the Coulomb singular point so [19, 20] (which is a two-dimensional version of the alternat-that the numerical difficulties concerning the singularity are

ing-direction implicit method [21, 22]). In these methods,avoided; the coordinate system is chosen so that the differential
to advance the wave function at time t to the next timeoperators in the Hamiltonian can be well evaluated by the 3-point

finite difference formula even near the singular point. The general- step t 1 Dt (where Dt is the time spacing), an approximate
ized cylindrical coordinate system (jl, z, w) is introduced to satisfy short time propagator is operated on the wave function.
the above conditions, and the value of l is determined to be Ds. The

These three methods use different types of approximateSchrödinger equation is discretized in time and space and solved
propagators. The three approximate propagators have theby the Peaceman–Rachford method. The l 5 Ds coodinate system

helps the reduction in the number of grid points. To examine the same accuracy of order Dt2 and are unitary so that the
numerical stability and accuracy of our method, we first apply it to norm is strictly conserved; they are applicable to the time-
cases where no laser field is turned on. The errors for the ordinary dependent Hamiltonian, which suits the purpose of de-
cylindrical coordinate system (l 5 1) are more than ten times as

scribing the dynamical behavior of atoms and moleculeslarge as those for l 5 Ds. We then apply the method to the case
interacting with laser pulses. These methods are, however,where the atom interacts with a linearly polarized strong laser pulse.

Our method is highly reliable and is a powerful tool for analyzing different in efficiency and accuracy (which depends on the
ionization processes of the hydrogen atom. Q 1997 Academic Press potential [16]).

In order to accelerate the study of the dynamics involving
Rydberg-like or continuum states and to facilitate the simu-

1. INTRODUCTION
lation of multidimensional problems, first of all, it is neces-
sary to know which time evolution method is the best forFemtosecond technology has opened up a new field
the one-dimensional Coulomb problem and what kind ofof study regarding coherent electron motions such as
improvement (e.g., variable transformation) can be made.the multiphoton ionization dynamics of atoms and mole-
In a previous paper [23], we have applied these methods tocules in strong laser fields [1–4] and the Kepler motion in
the one-dimensional radial Coulomb problem. CalculatingRydberg states [5]. To simulate these processes quantum-
the time evolutions of nonstationary states, we have com-mechanically, one must cope with the Coulomb potential
pared them in efficiency and accuracy.characterized by its long range and its singularity at the

The comparative study has shown that for the Coulomborigin. The grid boundary in coordinate space must be
potential the KRSO is inferior to the other two methods.chosen to be far from the origin to accommodate the wave
First, the time spacing required for the achievement offunction and the grid spacing must be small to adjust to
high accuracy is extremely small. Second, as the numberthe steep change of the Coulomb potential near the origin.
of grid points N increases (the grid spacing in coordinateIn many cases, the numerical studies are thus limited to a
space decreases), the error in coordinate space decreasesone-dimensional atom (one electron) [1, 6–8]. It is still
but the error in momentum space bounces up after itcomputationally demanding to deal with multidimensional
reaches the minimum (the error turnover). The instabilityCoulomb problems, although progress has been made to-
of the KRSO is attributed to the contamination with con-ward the development of efficient time evolution methods
tinuum states of high momenta (which is induced by the[9–13]. The efficient method for the Coulomb problem has

not been established yet, in spite of its pressing need. error terms of inverse powers of the radial coordinate r).
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We have concluded that the KRSO is not suitable for
i



t
c 5 H(t)c, (1)the Coulomb problems (although it is very powerful for

nonsingular internuclear potentials). The CCN which is
unconditionally stable and consistent is found to be most where H(t) is the time dependent Hamiltonian of the sys-
efficient and computationally less demanding. Use of larger tem. If the system is in state c(t0) at time t0 , the formal
time steps is allowed. The PR, which plays the major role solution of Eq. (1) is expressed as
in multidimensional Coulomb problems as will be shown
in this paper, becomes equivalent to the CCN at a little c(t) 5 U(t, t0)c(t0), (2)
expense. For the CCN and the PR, the accuracy is greatly
improved by variable transformations [24–26], which helps where using the time ordering operator T̂ the time propa-
the reduction in the number of grid points.

gator U(t, t0) is given byIn this paper, we report a new method whereby the 3D
dynamics of the electronic wave packet in a hydrogen atom
can be simulated on the condition that an axis component U(t, t0) 5 T̂ exp F2i Et

t0
H(t9) dt9G . (3)

of the angular momentum is conserved. We would like to
construct a new method that satisfies the following two
requirements: (i) the wave function is transformed so that When the Hamiltonian is time independent, U(t, t0) 5
it is zero at the Coulomb singular point (which ensures exp[2i(t 2 t0)H].
that the numerical difficulties concerning the singularity If the time step Dt is sufficiently small, the short time
are avoided); (ii) the coordinate system is chosen so that propagator U(t 1 Dt, t) can be replaced with an approxi-
the differential operators in the Hamiltonian can be well mate propagator that is accurate up to a certain order of
evaluated by the 3-point finite difference formula even Dt. The wave function at the desired time is obtained by
near the singular point. operating such an approximate propagator on the wave

The cylindrical coordinate system (r, z, w), which has function iteratively. In the following, we briefly review
been mostly used to represent the time-dependent Hamil- two approximate methods; the Cayley–Cranck–Nicholson
tonian for the hydrogen atom [10, 11], does not meet the method (CCN) and a more versatile one, namely, the PR
second requirement. The choice of coordinate systems is method. The latter is regarded as the two-dimensional
crucial [27]. In this paper, we here propose the generalized version of the alternating-direction implicit method (ADI)
cylindrical coordinate system (jl, z, w). The value of l is which is applicable to multidimensional Coulomb
determined so that the above two requirements are ful- problems.
filled. The new Schrödinger equation, represented in terms The CCN is based on the following approximate propa-
of the wave function transformed and the corresponding gator called the Cayley form [17, 18]
Hamiltonian, is solved by the PR method.

To examine the numerical stability and accuracy of our
method, we first apply it to cases where no laser field is e2iHDt P

1 2 iH Dt/2
1 1 iH Dt/2

. (4)
turned on. The wave functions calculated by our method
are compared with the exact ones to estimate the errors.

We take the time evolution of the hydrogen atom withIt is also examined whether the stability and the consistency
zero angular momentum as an example to outline the CCNwith the Schrödinger equation are conditional or uncondi-

tional. Convergence is tested by reducing the time step Dt
and the grid spacings Dz and Dj. Our method is then ap-

i


t
RS 5 H2

1
2r2

d
dr

r2 d
dr

2
1
rJ RS , (5)plied to the case where the electric field of the pulse is

linearly polarized. The z-axis can be chosen to be the
direction of the electric field: the problem has cylindrical where RS is the radial wave function of the azimuthal
symmetry and the z-component of the angular momentum quantum number l 5 0 (a linear combination of l 5 0
is conserved. The 3D problem is thus reduced to the 2D states) and no time-dependent perturbations are present.
problem. We illustrate a series of snapshots of the elec-

For the transformed wave function
tronic wave packet that moves in real space while coher-
ently interacting with a strong femtosecond laser pulse.

c 5 rRs , (6)

2. THE PEACEMAN–RACHFORD METHOD (PR)
the transformed Hamiltonian H that satisfies the form of
Eq. (1) is given byThe time evolution of a quantum mechanical system is

governed by the Schrödinger equation (atomic units are
used throughout this paper, unless otherwise indicated), H 5 K 1 V, (7)
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where K is the kinetic energy operator and V is the Cou- The ADI maintains the quality of the CCN (in one dimen-
sion) and each time step requires only the solutions oflomb potential:
tridiagonal systems for reduced one-dimensional spaces.

The ADI embodies the powerful idea of operator split-
K 5 2

1
2

d2

dr2 ; V 5 2
1
r

. (8) ting and time splitting. For instance, one can split the time
evolution operator exp[2i(A 1 B) Dt], where A and B are
arbitrary operators, by using the ADI asIn the following, we take advantage of the boundary condi-

tion that c is zero at the singular point r 5 0.
Using the Cayley form, the wave function at time tn 5 e2i(A 1 B)Dt P

1
1 1 iA Dt/2

1 2 iB Dt/2
1 1 iB Dt/2

(1 2 iA Dt/2), (11)
n Dt 1 t0 , cn, can be advanced by the following implicit
scheme called the Cranch–Nicholson scheme [18],

The above operation is separated into two implicit schemes
by introducing an ‘‘artificial’’ intermediate state cn11/2,

2
i Dt

4 Dr2 cn11
j11 1 H1 1

i Dt
2 Dr2 1

i Dt
2

V(rj)J cn11
j

(1 1 iB Dt/2)cn11/2 5 (1 2 iA Dt/2)cn, (12a)
2

i Dt
4 Dr2 cn11

j21 5 1
i Dt

4 Dr2 cn
j11 (9)

(1 1 iA Dt/2)cn11 5 (1 2 iB Dt/2)cn11/2, (12b)

1 H1 2
i Dt

2 Dr2 2
i Dt
2

V(rj)J cn
j 1

i Dt
4 Dr2 cn

j21 , which is known as the Peaceman–Rachford (PR) method
[19, 20].

This two-step scheme is very useful for two-dimensional
where cn

j 5 cn(r 5 rj), Dr is the grid spacing, and the 3- problems. Suppose that the operator A contains differen-
point finite difference formula for the second derivative tial operators of coordinate x (it does not include those of
is used coordinate y) and B contains those of coordinate y. As in

the CCN, the 3-point finite difference formula can be used
for the operation of differential operators on the wave2

r2 cn
j 5

cn
j11 2 2cn

j 1 cn
j21

Dr2 1 O(Dr2). (10)
functions. The PR method then reduces Eq. (11) to two
sets of tridiagonal systems of equations: from Eq. (12a), a
tridiagonal system of equations connecting the probabilityThe system of an infinite number of linear equations is
amplitudes at grid points h yjj is obtained at each x gridtruncated with the two boundary conditions c(r 5 0) 5 0
point; from Eq. (12b), a tridiagonal system of equationsand c(r 5 L0) 5 0, where the grid end L0 is chosen so
connecting the probability amplitudes at hxjj is obtainedthat the amplitude of c(r) is negligible for r . L0 . The
at each y. The whole system is therefore reduced to tworange [0, L0] is discretized by N grid points. The resultant
sets of subsystems in one space dimension like Eq. (9).tridiagonal system of N 2 2 equations can be solved effi-
The tridiagonal systems of equations can be solved byciently. It has been shown by the von Neumann analysis
setting c(x, y) 5 0 at the appropriate boundaries.(and numerically) that the CNN is unconditionally stable

and consistent. The error does not grow exponentially in
time and the convergence to the solution of the Schröd- 3. TRANSFORMATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN AND
inger equation is obtained by reducing Dr and Dt indepen- WAVE FUNCTION
dently (without constraints).

Although the CCN has many advantages such as the We apply the PR method for the simulation of the elec-
tron motion in the 3D hydrogen atom interacting with aconservation of energy, its direct application has been lim-

ited only to one- or two-dimensional problems. Note that linearly polarized laser pulse. To that end, we derive the
Hamiltonian and wave function that can be treated in thethe CCN is required to solve a system of linear equations

at each time step. Even for the two-dimensional problem, framework of the PR method, on the assumption that the
pulse is a plane wave (the electric field strength is assumedthe matrix of the system of equations is very large to invert

and is not thin banded even if contractions are made on to be homogeneous along the direction of polarization of
the light) and the dipole approximation is valid. If thethe indices of the matrix [18, 28] (the matrix representation

for the two-dimensional case has four indices). The effi- polarization direction is chosen as the z-axis, the z-compo-
nent of the angular momentum is conserved; i.e., the mag-ciency of computation is rather poor. It has, however, been

known that the inefficiency of computation for multidimen- netic quantum number m is constant. Using cylindrical
coordinates r, z, w (x 5 r cos w, y 5 r sin w, z 5 z), thesional cases is cured by a different way of generalizing the

Cranck–Nicholson algorithm, namely, the ADI [21, 22]. Schrödinger equation can then be written as
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t
R(r, z) 5 H2

1
2r



r
r



r
2

1
2

2

z2 1
m2

2r2

(13)
Kj 52

1
2l2j2l Hj2 2

j2 22(l21)j


j
1Sl2

1
2D2J , (19)

Kz 5 2
1
2

2

z2 , (20)2
1

Ïr2 1 z2
1 zE (t) sin(gt)J R(r, z),

VE(t) 5 2
1

Ïj2l 1 z2
1

m2

2j2l
1 zE (t) sin(gt). (21)where E (t) and g are the electric field strength and fre-

quency of the pulse, respectively. The total wave function
is given by R(r, z)eimw/Ï2f and the function R(r, z) is The radial coordinate r is expressed as (j2l 1 z2)1/2.
normalized as We now apply the PR method to the time-evolution

system of the above transformed Hamiltonian. The kineticEy

0
dr Ey

2y
dzruR(r, z)u2 5 1. (14) energy parts with respect to coordinates z and j in the

time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) are separated into A(t)
and B(t) asWe plan to use the 3-point finite difference formula to

evaluate the operation of the differential operators con-
A(t) 5 Kz 1 As VE(t) (22)tained in the Hamiltonian. For the cylindrical coordinate

system, the finite difference formula however does not give
andsufficient accuracy. It is crucial to seek out a coordinate

system for the fine difference formula to work well. To
B(t) 5 Kj 1 As VE(t). (23)find such a coordinate system, we propose the generalized

cylindrical coordinate system as
The potential energy is divided into halves so that A(t)c

and B(t)c vanish at the origin. This ensures that the bound-x 5 jl cos w; y 5 jl sin w; z 5 z, (15)
ary condition c(r 5 0) 5 0 is maintained not only for cn

but also for intermediate state cn11/2. To keep the accuracywhere l is a parameter to be determined so that the finite
of order Dt2 in the PR method, A and B in the right-handdifference formula works well (l 5 1 leads to the ordinary
side of Eq. (11) must be replaced with those at the midpointcylindrical coordinates).
of the time step, tn11/2 5 tn 1 Dt/2 (see Eq. (31)):To avoid the numerical difficulties concerning the Cou-

lomb singularity, the wave function R(j, z) which is finite
at the origin r 5 0 must be transformed to c(j, z) that is

U(t 1 Dt, t) P
1

1 1 i DtA(tn11/2)/2
1 2 i DtB(tn11/2)/2
1 1 i DtB(tn11/2)/2zero at the origin. We further impose the following normal-

ization condition on the transformed wave function c(j, z)
3 [1 2 i DtA(tn11/2)/2]. (24)

Ey

0
dj Ey

2y
dzuc(j, z)u2 5 1. (16)

The operation is divided into two steps as in Eq. (12).
The boundary conditions imposed are as follows:

Note that the volume element for normalization is dj dz, (i) c(j 5 0, z) 5 0 (from the nature of the transformed
not like j dj dz. The meaning of this normalization condi- wave function) and c(j 5 jmax , z) 5 0; (ii) c(j, z 5
tion will be discussed later. 2zmax) 5 c(j, z 5 zmax) 5 0. The boundary lines at which

The transformed wave function that satisfies the normal- c(j, z) 5 0 compose a square. The end points jmax and
ization condition (16) is uniquely determined as zmax are chosen so that c(j, z) is negligible outside the

square. The first boundary condition is used to obtain tridi-
c(j, z) 5 Ïljl21/2R(j, z). (17) agonal systems of equations from Eq. (12a); the second

one is used to obtain tridiagonal systems of equations from
We will choose l . 1/2 so that the transformed wave Eq. (12b).
function c(j, z) satisfies the necessary condition that c is The value of l has not been determined yet. Since l
zero at the origin. Inserting Eq. (17) into Eq. (13), one must be greater than As, we start with the l 5 1 coordinate
obtains the transformed Hamiltonian that fulfills the form system (the ordinary cylindrical coordinate system) which
of Eq. (1). has been employed in the conventional time evolution

method for the hydrogen atom. For this coordinate system,
H(t) 5 Kj 1 Kz 1 VE(t), (18) however, the finite difference formulae do not work well.

Let us take the 1s function, for example. The leading term
of j in c1s(j, z) near the origin is on the order of j1/2. Thewhere
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second derivative of j1/2 is 2j23/2/4, while the 3-point finite
s 2

P 5 O
j

a2
R, j (fj 2 fR, j)2@O

j
a2

R, j , (27)
difference formula is [(j 1 Dj)1/2 1 (j 2 Dj)1/2 2 2j1/2]/
(Dj)2. The ratio of the latter to the former is 2.343, 1.090,
and 1.037, at j 5 Dj, 2Dj, and 3Dj, respectively. The differ- s 2

c 5 O
j

a2
R, j Ucj 2 cR, j

aR, j
U2@O

j
a2

R, j , (28)
ence at small j between the differential and the finite differ-
ence causes serious errors for the period of the wave packet
dynamics (see Section 4B). The 5-point finite difference where ‘‘R’’ stands for the reference value and sA , sP , and
formula is even worse. No matter how small Dj is, the sc represent the amplitude error, the phase error, and
derivatives at small j cannot be accurately evaluated by the absolute value of the difference between c and cR ,
the finite difference formulae. respectively. The phase difference fj 2 fR, j is defined as

We next increase the value of l to Ds. In this case, the the angle between the two phases that is smaller than f.
leading term of j in c1s(j, z) near the origin is j and the These three errors are approximately related as
first and second j-derivatives can, therefore, be evaluated
accurately by 3-point finite difference formulae [29]. The s 2

c P s 2
A 1 s 2

P . (29)
second z-derivative is also evaluated accurately by the 3-
point finite difference formula. Thereby, for example, the The quality of the wave function in momentum space
second z-derivative of c1s(j, z) is given exactly at the limit should be checked by comparing its Fourier spectrum with
of Dz R 0. It would be possible to prove that the derivatives the exact one. We here make do with calculating the aver-
of an arbitrary eigenfunction Ï3/2 jRnl(j, z) can be evalu- age kinetic energy kKl to avoid repeating Fourier trans-
ated accurately by the 3-point finite difference formulae forms. We use sK defined as
(where n is the principal quantum number).

It has been demonstrated that the variable transforma-
sK 5

kKl 2 kKlR

kKlR
, (30)tion greatly improves the accuracy (or helps the reduction

in the number of grid points). To adjust the wave function
to the steep rise of the Coulomb potential near the origin,

where kKlR denotes the reference value. The sK can be angrid points must be close together near the origin; to save
oscillating function of time; it takes positive and negativecomputational effort, grid points must be gradually parted
values. When in this paper we give log sK , it is the loga-from each other at larger distances. The process of chang-
rithm of the envelope function of sK .ing the step size can be carried out by transforming the

linear scale variables x, y, and z to new variables. For the
B. Numerical Stability for the 1s Stationary State

generalized cylindrical coordinate system of l 5 Ds, the
linear scale variable is r and the new variable is j (5r2/3). To examine the numerical stability and accuracy of our

method, we first apply it to the stationary case where noInverting the equally spaced j points onto linear scale r
space, we find that this coordinate system possesses the laser field is applied and the atom is initially (at t 5 0) in the

ground state 1s (for which the transformed wave function isdesired feature that the spacing in linear scale coordinate
r increases with increasing r. This is another benefit from cls 5 Ï3je2r). It should be noted that the grid representa-

tion of the analytic wave function c1s of the field-free differ-the choice of l 5 Ds.
ential Hamiltonian, c f

1s , is not identical with the ground
state of the discretized Hamiltonian, c91s . The c f

1s includes4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
excited state components hc9j j of the discretized Hamilto-

A. Error Definitions nian, i.e., c f
1s 5 S cjc9j , where j runs from 1s (c1s is do-

mainant). The time evolution of c f
1s is given by our methodFor the discussion of the efficiency and accuracy of the

as c f
1s(t) P S cjc9j exp(2itE9j ), where E9j are eigenvaluestime propagation method presented in Section 3, we calcu-

of the discretized Hamiltonian.late the errors in amplitude and phase of the time-evolved
The difference between c f

1s and c91s is, in the followingwave function. Using the amplitude aj and the phase fj of
cases, so small (c1s P 1) that the existence of spuriousthe wave function cj at the point rj , excited state components does not blur the discussions.
We therefore do not eliminate the spurious excited states,

cj 5 ajeifj, (25)
although it is possible to generate the discretized ground
state c91s either by diagonalizing the discretized Hamilto-

we introduce three amplitude-weighted errors defined as
nian or by integrating the discretized form of the Schröd-
inger equation in imaginary time [30].

The reference values taken are those of the grid repre-s 2
A 5 O

j
a2

R, j Saj 2 aR, j

aR, j
D2@O

j
a2

R, j , (26)
sentation of the analytic time evolution function c1s(t) 5
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c f
1s(t) P c91s exp(2itE91s) and c1s(t) 5 c1s exp(2itE1s), sA

is determined by the small amplitude difference c91s 2
c1s , which is independent of time. On the other hand, sP

grows as (E91s 2 E1s)t (the difference E91s 2 E1s P 1022.5 for
the bold dotted line case). This is the reason why sP be-
comes dominant in sc .

The kinetic energy error sK is nearly independent of
time but shows beats of small amplitude. These features
are explained by the form of c f

1s(t) P c1sc91s exp(2itE91s)
1 c2sc92s exp(2itE92s), where c1s P 1 and c2s , i.e., the amount
of the spurious excited state c92s , is much smaller than 1.
The beats come from the interference between c91s and
c92s ; the beat frequency is identical with the difference
E92s 2 Ec91s P E2s 2 E1s .

As mentioned in Section 3, the variable j possesses the
desired feature that the corresponding spacing in linear
scale coordinate r increases with increasing r. The value
of Nj necessary for calculation of high precision is therefore
expected to be smaller than Nz . The ratio 0.28 : 1 of Nj to

FIG. 1. Time variations in the errors sc and fK for the 1s state. The Nz may, however, be too small (considering that the linear
errors for Dz 5 Dj 5 0.1, 0.08, 0.05 (in atomic units) are designated by lengths zmax and rmax are nearly equal). To check the bal-
the bold solid, broken, and dotted lines, respectively. The thin solid and

ance between Nj and Nz , Dj is reduced while keeping thebroken lines designate the errors for Dj 5 0.05 and Dj 5 0.025, respec-
value of Dz constant. The errors for Dj 5 0.05 and 0.025tively (Dz 5 0.1). The grid boundary is chosen as zmax 5 50.0 and

jmax 5 14 (corresponding to 52.4 in the linear scale grid end rmax). The are designated by the thin solid and broken lines, respec-
time step used is Dt 5 0.05. tively (Dz 5 0.1 as in the case designated by the bold solid

line). As Dj becomes smaller, sc and sK decrease but the
reductions in the errors shrink, especially in sK (note the

Ï3je2r exp(2itE1s). The errors sc and sK calculated are small difference in sK between the thin solid and broken
plotted in Fig. 1 as functions of time. The time step used lines). It is computationally inefficient and unnecessary to
is Dt 5 0.05. The grid boundaries are chosen as zmax 5 decrease the ratio Dj/Dz below 0.5 (this is the ratio when
50.0 and jmax 5 14 (corresponding to 52.4 in the linear Dj 5 0.05 and Dz 5 0.1).
scale grid end rmax). The three bold lines denote errors for The conventional method using the cylindrical coordi-
the case where the grid spacings Dz and Dj are taken to nate (l 5 1) were also examined. To make a comparison
be the same; the bold solid, broken, and dotted lines indi- with the l 5 Ds case, we chose the boundary condition and
cate the errors for Dz 5 Dj 5 0.1, 0.08, 0.05, respectively. time step for the l 5 1 case to be the same as in Fig. 1;
Note that in these cases the number of grid points in j- zmax 5 50.0, rmax 5 52.4 (equivalent to jmax 5 14). For
space, Nj , is less than one-third (28/100) of that in the half instance, when the numbers of grid points are the same as
range of z-space, Nz . The errors decrease monotonically in the bold dotted line case (i.e., Nz 5 1000 and Nr 5 280),
with decreasing Dz and Dj. When Dz and Dj decrease from the errors sc and sK for l 5 1 are larger than those of the
0.1 to 0.05, both sc and sK are reduced to one-third. The bold dotted line by a factor of more than 10. The difference
use of shorter Dt does not lead to applicable reduction in E91s 2 E1s is about 1021 (where E91s is the ground state en-
the errors, which indicates that the phase and amplitude ergy of the discretized Hamiltonian for l 5 1). In addition,
errors for the parameters used in Fig. 1 are mainly due to the global features of the 1s wave function are not con-
the coarse discretizations in space (not due to the time served. Owing to the spurious excited states in the discret-
discretizastion). ized wave function a wave propagates along the r-axis

The phase error sP is nearly equal to sc (except where (around z 5 0), breaking the isotropy of the 1s wave func-
t is near 0). The amplitude error sA is much smaller than tion. These drawbacks originate from the fact that the finite
sc and is almost independent of time. Between t 5 0 and difference formula does not work for l 5 1 (as mentioned
t 5 100, log sA is about 21.5 for Dz 5 Dj 5 0.1 (the bold in Section 3).
solid line case) and 22.0 for Dz 5 Dj 5 0.05 (the bold
dotted line case). For a stationary state, sA is small (i.e.,

C. Time Evolution of the 1s 1 2pz Nonstationary State
sc P sP) and does not grow as rapidly as sc . This indicates
that the time evolution of c f

1s given by our method We next compute the time evolution of the grid re-
presentation of the analytic function (1s 1 2pz)/Ï2. Theis approximately expressed as c9

1s exp(2itE91s). Since
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equation and then examine the stability. The consistency
is clarified by expanding the finite difference representa-
tion of Eq. (24) around t 5 tn :

i
c

t
2 H(t)c 5 2

i Dt2

24 S3c

3t
1 3iH(t)

2c

2tD
1

i Dt2B(t)A(t)
4

c

t
2

Dz2

24
4c

z4 (31)

2
Dj2

24l2j2l Sj2 4c

j4 2 4(l 2 1)j
3c

j3D1 . . . .

Our finite difference scheme is accurate up to the order of
Dz2, Dj2, and Dt2. The scheme agrees with the Schrödinger
equation by reducing the spacings independently without
constraints; that is, it is unconditionally consistent with the
Schrödinger equation. This ensures that the solution of
our method converges to that of the Schrödinger equationFIG. 2. Time variations in the errors sc and sK for the 1s 1 2pz state.
by reducing Dz, Dj, and Dt on the condition that the methodThe notations are the same as in Fig. 1 (the time step and the grid

boundaries are also the same as in Fig. 1). is numerically stable; i.e., the error does not grow exponen-
tially with time.

The approximate propagator Eq. (24) used here is uni-
reference time evolution is given by c(t) 5 Ï3/2j [e2r tary so that the norm is strictly conserved. It should be,
3 exp(2iE1st) 1 (1/4Ï2)z er/2 exp(2iE2st)]. The errors sc however, noted that the operation of the Hamiltonian (18)
and sK are plotted in Fig. 2. The notations for lines are on the wave function is evaluated approximately by the
the same as in Fig. 1 (so are the time step and the grid finite difference formula. For the normalization condition
boundaries). The errors are a little smaller for 1s 1 2pz given by (16), if the tridiagonal matrix resulting from the
than for 1s. As the average of radial coordinate r becomes finite difference representation of Kj were symmetric with
larger, the steep rise of the Coulomb potential around the respect to grid points jj 5 j Dj, the norm would be con-
origin damages the accuracy less severely. In this sense, served; in fact, the tridiagonal matrix is only approximately
the time evolution of the 1s state is the most difficult to symmetric. The ratio of the matrix element k j 1 1uKju jl to
deal with. Since the exact propagation of the 1s state is k juKju j 1 1l is, for the 3-point finite difference used,
known, as shown in Section 4B, one can determine the
time step Dt and the grid spacings Dj and Dz that achieve
the desired accuracy in the time evolution of the 1s state. 1 1

Dj

2jj11
:

1

S1 2
Dj

jj11
D2

Dj/jj11

2 S1 2
Dj

jj11
D2

5 1

(32)
The values of parameters determined can be generally
used for the time evolution of excited states, e.g., for the
case where the atom interacts with a laser pulse.

The sA is an oscillating function of time, unlike in the 1
Dj

2jj11
: 1 1

Dj

2jj
2

Dj3

2j3
j11

1 O SDj4

j4
j11
D .

1s case, but it is still smaller than sP . The time evolution
given by our method is approximately expressed as [c91s

3 exp(2itE91s) 1 c92p exp(2itE92p)/Ï2. This describes the As Dj/jj11 decreases, the tridiagonal matrix becomes sym-
features of sA and sP . The beats in sK is due to the spuri- metric. For j 5 1 (the next point to the origin), the ratio
ous excited state c92s and is not due to the interference be- between the above matrix elements is 1 : Fg; for j 5 2, the
tween c91s and c92p . There is no such interference because ratio is 1 : SsJk.
kc1suKj 1 Kzuc2pl 5 0. We next demonstrate numerically how much the norm

and overlap of the 1s state decrease with time. Four cases
D. Consistency and Stability

are shown in Fig. 3: Dz 5 Dj 5 0.1 (solid); Dz 5 0.05 and
Dj 5 0.1 (dash-dotted); Dz 5 0.1 and Dj 5 0.05 (broken);The numerical results presented suggest that conver-

gence to the solution of the Schrödinger equation can be Dz 5 Dj 5 0.05 (dotted). The time step and the grid
boundaries are the same as in Fig. 1. The calculated normobtained by reducing the spacings Dz, Dj, and Dt. First, we

check the consistency of our method with the Schrödinger is designated by the bold line and the absolute value of
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value of Dz but have different values of Dj), we find that the
leakage depends strongly on Dj, as anticipated. The leakage
approaches zero as Dj becomes smaller, which reflects the
fact that the tridiagonal matrix becomes symmetric with de-
creasing Dj. For excited states, whether stationary or not,
the conservation of the norm is rather good in comparison
with the 1s case, which reflects the fact that the asymmetric
part becomes negligible for large jj . For the grid spacings
used in the solid line case, the leakage of 1s is about 5 3
1024 but the leakage of 2pz is less than 1025. The norm is
conserved to the extent of the validity of the finite difference
formula employed.

The question left is whether the stability of our method
is conditional or unconditional. Extensive investigation by
changing the parameters in a wide range reveals that our
method is conditionally stable. The stability condition ob-
tained by the numerical investigation is shown in Fig. 4 (al-
though the von Neumann analysis [17, 31] suggests that the
stability of the method is conditional, we could not analyti-

FIG. 3. The 1s norm and overlap calculated for four cases: Dz 5 cally derived the condition). Each thin line gives the stability
Dj 5 0.1 (solid); Dz 5 0.05 and Dj 5 0.1 (dash-dotted); Dz 5 0.1 and condition imposed on Dj and Dt when Dz is fixed at a value;
Dj 5 0.05 (broken); Dz 5 Dj 5 0.05 (dotted). The calculated norm is

the solid, broken, dash-dotted, and dotted lines give the bor-designated by the bold line and the absolute value of the overlap between
ders for Dz 5 0.1, 0.08, 0.05, and 0.025, respectively. Ourthe exact 1s state and the calculated 1s state (evolving in time) is desig-

nated by the thin line. The time step and the grid boundary are the same method is stable if the values of Dj and Dt lie in the region
as in Fig. 1. below the border.

For the typical case where Dz 5 Dj, the upper limit of Dt
for which the method is stable is given by the closed dots in

the overlap between the 1s grid representation c f
1s and the Fig. 4. They can be fitted by the quadratic function Dt 5 1.8

time evolved state c f
1s(t) is designated by the thin line.

The absolute value of the overlap is smaller than the
norm but very close to it. The decrease of the overlap is
much smaller than anticipated from the large phase error
in Fig. 1, indicating that the large phase difference fj 2
fR, j is nearly uniform in space. This is in accord with the
fact that the phase error sP which grows as (E91s 2 E1s)t is
independent of the grid positions. If the state is stationary
like 1s, the phase error tends to be uniform. On the other
hand, for nonstationary states, the quality of the overlap
is deteriorated because of the nonuniform distribution of
phase error.

The norm of the grid representation cf
1s is smaller than

1 at t 5 0 and then decreases to oscillate. The leakage of
norm is much smaller than the amplitude error sA . To
define the norm precisely, c f

1s(t 5 0) should be multiplied
by the renormalization constant cN so that c2

N kcf
1s uc f

1sl 5
1. The leakage is defined as the difference between 1 and
the norm of cNcf

1s(t).
For the reduction in Dz, the norm is not improved as much FIG. 4. The stability condition obtained by the numerical investiga-

tion. Each thin line gives the stability condition imposed on Dj and Dtas the overlap (cf. the bold solid and dash-dotted lines, or
when Dz is fixed at a value; the solid, broken, dash-dotted, and dottedcf. the bold broken and dotted lines). The dependence of
lines give the borders for Dz 5 0.1, 0.08, 0.05, and 0.025, respectively.the leakage on Dz is weak because the finite difference for-
Our method is stable if the values of Dj and Dt lie in the region below

mula for Kz is symmetric. On the other hand, from the com- the border. For the typical case where Dz 5 Dj, the upper limit of Dt
parison between the solid and broken line cases or from the required for stability is given by the closed dots which can be fitted by

the quadratic function Dt P 1.8 Dj 1 0.8 Dj2 (denoted by the bond line).dash-dotted and dotted line cases (which have the same
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Dj 1 0.8 Dj2 denoted by the bold line. This stability condi- 40), another lobe appears on the positive z side. Although
for the period from t 5 30 to t 5 40 the electric field thattion, however, does not give severe restrictions; it is fulfilled

for the reasonable values of parameters, as has been shown stretches the wave function on the positive z side is much
weaker than those around t 5 20, a cleavage occurs on thein Figs. 1 to 3. For moderate values of Dz and Dj (.0.025),

Dt can be as large as 0.05. When extremely small values of positive z side during the period.
As the panel at t 5 60 shows, the two lobes go outwardDz and Dj (,0.025) are needed to achieve high precision in

calculation, the stability condition requires that Dt should [9, 32]. To avoid reflections from the outer grid boundary
z 5 6zmax and j 5 jmax , an appropriate absorbing boundarybe smaller than 0.05. This is, however, not an extra require-

ment. When small values of Dz and Dj (,0.025) are needed, is imposed (the outgoing waves near the outer boundary
are multiplied by a mask function that gradually decreasesthe time discretization Dt must be as fine as the space discret-

izations, as is known from Eq. (31). Reconciliation between from 1 toward 0). Around t 5 160, the ionizing wave has
completely gone out of the range drawn in the panel. Thestability and efficiency leads to the standard choice that

Dz 5 Dj and Dt 5 1.8 Dj 1 0.8 Dj2. By reducing Dj, Dz, and probability of ionization which can be obtained by sub-
tracting the bound component left from the initial popula-Dt while keeping these relations, the errors in calculation

can be reduced to desired precision. tion is about 0.025 and the remaining component is the 1s
of a population of 0.975. The ionization probability does

E. Dynamics of the Hydrogen Atom Reacting to a Linearly not decrease by increasing the grid ends jmax and zmax
Polarized Strong Laser Pulse (while keeping Dj and Dz constant), which indicates that

in this case excited bound states are hardly populated.An example of the dynamics of the hydrogen atom inter-
acting with a z-polarized pulse is shown in Fig. 5. A series

5. CONCLUSIONSof wave functions from t 5 0 to t 5 60 is given. The initial
state at t 5 0 is the 1s.The absolute value of the wave

In this paper, we have presented a method whereby thefunction, Ï2uR(t)u, is plotted as a function of cylindrical
3D dynamics of the electronic wave packet in a hydrogencoordinates r and z (the packet is symmetrical about the
atom can be calculated efficiently. Our method is con-z-axis). Although at t 5 0 the peak height of Ï2uRu is 2,
structed so as to satisfy the following three requirements:the wave functions shown in Fig. 5 are truncated at
(i) the normalization condition (16) is fulfilled; (ii) theÏ2uRu 5 0.01 to depict the ionization process in detail.
transformed wave function used is zero at the CoulombThe electric field of the pulse is assumed to have the en-
singular point so that the numerical difficulties concerningvelope
the singularity are avoided; (iii) the coordinate system is
chosen so that the differential operators in the Hamiltonian

E (t) 5 E0 sin2(ft/Tp) for 0 # t # Tp ;
(33) can be well evaluated by the 3-point finite difference for-

otherwise, E (t) 5 0, mula even near the singular point. The time-dependent
Schrödinger equation represented in terms of the trans-
formed wave function and the corresponding Hamiltonianwhere Tp is the pulse duration. The parameters of the pulse

are in atomic units: Tp 5 40 (P1fs), g 5 0.75, E0 5 0.1 is discretized in time and space, and then solved by the
PR method. The discretized scheme is proved to be uncon-(55.1 3 1010V m21 which amounts to 3.5 3 1014W cm22).

The amplitude of the electric field is plotted in Fig. 6. The ditionally consistent with the Schrödinger equation. The
way of starting from the normalization condition (16) isarrow in each panel of Fig. 5 denotes the direction of the

electric force at each time. The other parameters used are in a sense heuristic. We have no strong reason to exclude
the other normalization conditions. We have tested otheras follows: jmax 5 27 and Dj 5 0.07 (Nj 5 385); zmax 5 65

and Dz 5 0.1 (Nz 5 650); Dt 5 0.05. normalization conditions, but all the propagation schemes
derived were unstable or less accurate, for the present.Around t 5 10, the wave function is squeezed in compari-

son with the 1s and is encircled by a low ridge around The generalized cylindrical coordinate system (jl, z, w)
is used to satisfy the conditions (ii) and (iii), and the valuer 5 10. The wave function then starts spreading while it

is squeezed on the side where the electron is pushed toward of l is determined to be Ds. The variable j in the generalized
cylindrical coordinate system of l 5 Ds is related with thethe nucleus by the electric force (when E (t) . 0 it is the

side where z . 0) and it is stretched on the other side. linear scale variable r as j 5 r2/3. The use of j variable
satisfies the condition desired for the Coulomb potential;While the wave function on each side undergoes the

squeezing force and the opposite force alternately, an out- discretizing j space at equal intervals is equivalent to dis-
cretizing r space so that the spacing Dr increases withgoing component is tone from each side of the core. The

wave function begins to split around t 5 20. It is clearly increasing r. The number of grid points in j-space, Nj ,
necessary for calculation of high accuracy is smaller thanseen around t 5 30 that the wave function is cloven on the

negative z side of the core. At the end of the pulse (t 5 that in the half range of z-space, Nz (note that z is a linear
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FIG. 5. An example of the dynamics of the hydrogen atom interacting with a z-polarized pulse. The absolute values of wave functions,
Ï2uR(t)u, are represented in cylindrical coordinates r and z. The initial state is the 1s. The amplitude of the electric field is plotted in Fig. 6. The
other parameters used are as follows: jmax 5 27, Dj 5 0.07; zmax 5 65, Dz 5 0.1; Dt 5 0.05. The direction of the electric force at each time is denoted
by an arrow.

scale coordinate). Nj can be one-third as large as Nz . The The norm is not strictly conserved for l 5 Ds, although
the analytic form of the approximate propagator Eq. (24)introduction of the j variable helps the reduction in the

number of grid points. is unitary. The reason is that the operation of the Hamilto-
nian (18) on the wave function is approximated by theTo examine the numerical stability and accuracy of our

method, we have applied it to cases where no laser field finite difference formula. Under the normalization condi-
tion (16), the conservation of norm means that the tridiago-is turned on. The wave functions calculated by our method

are compared with the exact ones to estimate the errors. nal matrix resulting from the finite difference representa-
tion of Kj is symmetric with respect to grid points jj 5It turns out that our method is superior to the method

using the ordinary cylindrical coordinate (l 5 1). For l 5 j Dj; in fact, the tridiagonal matrix is only approximately
symmetric. As a result, the norm is smaller than 1, but the1, the errors sc and sK are more than 10 times as large as

those for l 5 Ds and the phase error is not uniform in space leakage of norm is negligible. As Dj/jj11 decreases, the
tridiagonal matrix becomes symmetric: the norm is con-(the 1s overlap is reduced to 0.9 for the solid line case in

Fig. 3). These drawbacks originate from the fact that the served to the extent of the validity of the finite difference
formula employed. For excited states, the conservation offinite difference formula does not work for l 5 1.
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dynamics of 1D nuclear motion restricted to the direction
of the laser electric field can be incorporated into our
scheme by using the ADI for three degrees of freedom,
though it demands huge memory and much longer CPU
time [34].
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Note added in proof. The tridiagonal system of linear equations wasFIG. 6. The electric field amplitude of the pulse. The parameters of
solved by LU decomposition with pivoting. The numerical instability ofthe pulse are in atomic units: the pulse duration Tp 5 40(P1fs), g 5
our scheme turned out to be due to the pivoting. By avoiding the use of0.75, the maximum field amplitude E0 5 0.1.
pivoting, practically, the method becomes unconditionally stable.
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